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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW MEMBERS

Larry & Linda Alexander

WHISKY TASTING

See Events for details.
Malts to be sampled:

Vertical tasting from
Isle of Arran: 10, 14,
and 16 year old.
Also from Arran:
Sauternes finish
and Amarone finish.
Two from Islay:
Smokehead and Kilchoman
Machir Bay. And finally:
Isle of Skye, 8 year old.

VOLUNTEER TO STAFF OUR
BOOTH AT THE ANNUAL
MISSOURI TARTAN DAYS
Check your calendar, and
please help at the annual
Tartan Days in St. Charles.
We’ll staff our tent on Saturday,
Apr. 5th and Sunday Apr. 6th
from 9:00 am to 6:00 pm. The
more the merrier. With several
members, we can have two, or
more, shifts. You’ll have time to
wander the grounds, visit other
booths, shop at the vendors,
and enjoy the music, food,
and drink.
Contact Membership Chair
Graham Parle at:
grahamparle@yahoo.com;
(314) 681-2487, or
Jeffrey Holtz at
jeffreyholtz@charter.net;
(314) 374-6382
See Events for details.

WINTER 2014

president’s message
Jeffrey MacIntyre Holtz

Our Society has had a strong season of activities during
the last three months, starting with the St. Andrew’s Day
Celebration for 95 members and guests held at the Willows at Brooking Park on November 23, 2013, and culminating with the Robert Burns Dinner for 219 members
and guests at the Zodiac Room and Starlight Room of the
Chase Park Plaza Hotel on January 25, 2014. I want to
thank all the volunteers and sponsors who made these
events so memorable.
Looking forward, the Society will return to the prestigious
Racquet Club of St. Louis for a special Scotch whisky
tasting event including a sumptuous buffet on Thursday
April 10, 2014. All members. laddies and lassies alike, are
encouraged to attend and bring guests. The event is limited to 48 guests so secure your reservation. We will taste
eight exceptional whiskies from the Chieftain brand, and
we will be led by the owner of the company in a virtual

travelogue of historic
Scottish distilleries.
Finally,
I
want
to thank the entire
membership
for their efforts to
build the breadth
and depth of our
Society by encouraging former members to rejoin and
reaching out to friends and family to become new members. Our Society has much to offer those who are from
Scotland, those of Scottish heritage, and those who just
love “all things Scottish.” It is that last category that
unites us all, and draws us closer together as a Society
that is committed to preserving Scottish culture for future generations throughout the greater St. Louis area.
God bless you and your families, Jeffrey Holtz.

42nd ANNUAL BURNS DINNER
Steve Nichols, Editor; Photos by Janey Brewen

Are you getting spoiled sipping your cocktail in the glamorous Zodiac Room of the
Chase Park Plaza Hotel, gazing westward
over the beautiful tableau of Forest Park,
and enjoying the bonhomie of your family and friends? I am! Once again, Denise
Duffy, Karen Kraft and all the others responsible for our festive Burns dinners deserve kudos, a high five, and our great appreciation for another splendid celebration
of our revered bard.
I suggest the Chase needs a louder set of
gongs to catch the attention of the funloving crowd and herd folks into the Starlight so we could begin our formal program
somewhat on time. But we all did find our
tables and settled in for a delightful evening. Liz Belcastro opened the program by introducing
President Jeffrey MacIntyre Holtz who expressed his
personal appreciation to the planning committee. Jeffrey welcomed members and friends and acknowledged
distinguished guests: Richard Lodge, Honorable Consul
to the Netherlands; Andrea Dallas, City of Clayton Alderwoman and Douglas Beach, St. Louis County Circuit
Judge. Then it was his turn to yield the podium to the
Master of Ceremonies Chris Brennan. Chris called for
presentation of the colors, and Old Glory and the Saltire
were marched in by Stephen Butler, Colonel Donald
Clement, Mike Gibbens, and Allyn Hinton representing
Post 1821 of the Scottish American Military Society.

TJ Brennan’s Ode to the Haggis

Once our dear flags were proudly displayed up front, the
toasting began. Helen Lesslie Jack saluted the President,
followed by our singing “The Star Spangled Banner”.
Then Andrew McCluer paid tribute to the Queen, and
we sang “God Save the Queen”. Finally Peter Belcastro
raised his glass to Scotland, and we all joined in two
verses of “The Flower of Scotland”. Where would we be
without Pam Davis leading us in these paeans accompanied by Diane McCullough?
In her understated and humble manner, Chaplain Rev.
Millie Slack reminded us of the blessings of our heritage and all our gifts, material and spiritual, for which
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O Once I Lov’d
(Handosme Nelly)
O Once I lov’d a
bonnie lass,
An’ aye I love her still,
An’ whilst that virtue
warms my breast, I’ll love
my handsome Nell.
As bonnie lasses I hae
seen, And mony
full as braw;
But for a modest
gracefu’ mein,
The like I never saw.
A bonny lass
I will confess,
Is pleasant to the e’e,
But without some better
qualities She’s no a
lass for me.
But Nelly’s looks are
blythe and sweet, And
what is best of a’,
Her reputation is
compleat,
And fair without a flaw;
She dresses ay sae clean
and neat, Both decent
and genteel;
And then there’s
something in her gait
Gars ony dress look weel.
A gaudy dress and gentle
air May slightly touch the
heart, But it’s innocence
and modesty That
polishes the dart.

42nd ANNUAL BURNS DINNER (con’t)
we must be always thankful.
We sealed our fellowship by
joining our hearts and spirits
in reciting together the Selkirk
Grace. Hearing Matt Pantaleoni’s pipes crooning, we anticipated the presentation of
the haggis by Chef Travis Seibel. Once placed center table,
T. J. Brennan brilliantly and
dramatically recalled Burns
memorable address to the favored puddin’ that we all were
able to relish. What could top
our national speciality lovingly
prepared by the Sisters of the
Haggis (it doesn’t taste like liver, boys!)? But Chef Travis and
Sisters of the Haggis
his Chase kitchen staff made
an admirable effort, treating us
to a lattuga romaine salad with candied bacon, pickled
onion petals, grape tomatoes and Maytag blue cheese; followed by a duo of petit sirloin fillet and salmon accompanied by garlic whipped potatoes and asparagus bundle.
Dessert alternated between caramel cheesecake with berry
coulis or flourless chocolate torte with creme Anglais.
After intermission we marveled at the exquisite Highland dancing. Both of the young men executing the
sword dance and the lassies, ever light on their feet,
whirling and twirling, connected with their audience.
Their skill and performing presence are a tribute to the
kids’ hard work and Sandy Brown’s teaching ability.

points, Mark demonstrated Burns lasting influence on
us and the world.
And finally the full sound of the St. Louis Caledonian
Pipe Band brought us to our feet. Its totally professional
performance spanned the range of classic pipe pieces
played tutti as well as staccato drums sets. And what
could be greater than for all to join together in Auld
Lang Syne at the end of the band’s performance.
Hearty souls stayed for country dancing and more camaraderie. One would have to search long and travel far to
find a more wonderful evening of entertainment, food,
drink, but most importantly friendship. Aye.

James Slack then raised his glass to present the toast to
the lassies, and Denise Duffy ably stepped in for the ailing Karen Heigzman to deliver the reply.
And then it was Mark Sutherland’s turn at the podium.
He quieted the crowd with his light-spirited but insightful Immortal Memory. Accentuated by memorable and relevant snippets of Burns poems to make his

‘Tis this in Nelly pleases
me, ‘Tis this enchants my
soul; For absolutely in my
breast She reigns
without controul.

Highland Dancers

~ Robert Burns

Peter Belcastro, Andrew McCluer and Helen Lesslie Jack

Pipe and Drum Corps
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YANKS WIN
Who would have thought
the Scots could be beaten
at their home game of
oatmeal? Yes indeed, there
is a World Championship
Porridge Competition in the
Highland village of Carrbridge,
Scotland. A few years ago the
American producer of various
specialty grains and flours,
Bob’s Red Mill, sent a
team to Carrbridge
to compete against fourteen
other teams from around the
world. Bob’s team’s steadfast
belief in their superior oats
and porridge skills
never puddled.
After a pipe band led
contestants through town on
a crisp October morning, the
aprons were donned. Bob’s
team sweated out three heats
and remained as one of five
finalists. For the final judging
each team had to prepare
the traditional porridge from
just their oats, salt, and water.
Bob’s Red Mill team prevailed!

St. Andrew’s Celebration
Steve Nichols, Editor

This year’s St. Andrew’s celebration was a resounding
success with attendance over ninety, many of whom were
volunteers for the St. Louis Scottish Games. Besides the
energy of the large crowd, the new venue—the Theater
Room in the Willows at Brooking Park—added to the
festive atmosphere. A too brief, but animated cocktail
period began our celebration. Thanks to Brooking Park
we were able to BYOB.
President Jeffrey Holtz began the formal program with
a warm welcome and hearty thanks to members for
their continuing support of our society. Jeffrey ceded the
podium to James McClaren who in turn thanked the
Scottish Games staff and volunteers for their dedicated
support of this important event in the social culture of
St. Louis. After Rev. Millie Slack’s invocation we climbed
the short flight of stairs to the scrumptious buffet set in
the Art Gallery. Please accept the humble apologies of the
planning committee who thought there would be more
“milling about” by guests, but alas the eight “tall top”
tables set up in the aisles went unused. It was heartening
to see how much members wanted to sit and enjoy food
and drink with old friends; and your planners were very
thankful to the Brooking Park staff for their expeditious
set up of additional “sit down” tables.
After dinner, Millie and Jeffrey honored Alex Beaton
for his contributions to the awareness and expansion
of the enjoyment of Scottish music across the United
States at Scottish Games, other festivals, and just among
individuals. We all are enriched by his yeoman efforts
to spread the profound appeal of the Scottish songbook
with his prolific repertoire.
Then Matt Pantaleoni regaled us with bagpipe tunes and
sets played with his consummate expertise. I thought
the acoustics in the Theater Room were excellent to
enjoy the full sound of our national instrument and
music rendered by a true master.

And what do you call this
centuries-old stirring device
to make traditional porridge?
This one is 10 1/4” long.
(Answer below)

dance tunes that he had prepared for our enjoyment.
Sorry Jim; next year we must ensure we twirl the lassies
and dance off some of the food and drink.
Thanks to all who supported this event with
contributions to the silent auction, underwriting, and
just attending. Everything we do is to strengthen the
fabric of our society, especially through homage to our
beloved St. Andrew. It’s worthwhile for all of us to reread Rev. Slack’s message in the recent Thistle Times.

After the singing of the unofficial anthem “Flower of
Scotland” sealed our group fellowship, it seemed all
were absorbed in continuing to bond with friends. We
missed kicking up our heels to Jim McLaren’s country

By the way, Carrbridge is in
Badenoch and Strathspey
on the A938 off the A9. It
is a gateway to Cairngorms
National Park and was an
early skiing center. The
town also hosts the Scottish
Open Chain Saw Carving
Competition.
(Spurtle)
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CHAPLAIN’S MESSAGE
BOARD
MEMBERS
PRESIDENT

Jeffrey MacIntyre Holtz
VICE-PRESIDENT

Iona Baldwin
TREASURER

Andrew McCluer
SECRETARY

Karen Kraft
THISTLE TIMES EDITOR

Steve Nichols
ATTORNEY

Allan Stewart
HISTORIAN/WEBMASTER

Dave Hill
MEMBERSHIP

Graham Poole
BURNS DINNER COORDINATOR

Denise Duffy
ACTIVITIES CHAIR

Jeffrey Holtz
MEMBER-AT-LARGE

Helen Lesslie Jack
Don Shaw
CHAPLAIN

Rev. Millie Slack
PAST PRESIDENT

Don Withrow

The Rev. Millie Slack

There seems to be a nearly unanimous feeling among
people we encounter this winter that spring cannot arrive too soon! Yes, St. Louis has had a colder, snowier,
and icier winter than many we have encountered in recent years. However, compared to other regions and
even some previous years in this area, perhaps it isn’t all
that bad. We have been conditioned to believe that any
inconvenience, any difficulty in getting out and about,
any disruption of our agendas, is intolerable. We forget that most of us have warm, comfortable homes and
plenty to eat (even if it means a few extra trips to find
less depleted shelves in supermarkets). Winter is not as
manageable for everyone, however. Many of our citizens are homeless and others live in houses with little
or no heat. A lot of people are hungry and too many,
especially the elderly and children, have lost their lives
in house fires this winter, often due to the use of space

heaters. So when we (myself included) feel sorry for
ourselves or think that we are suffering excessively, let
us remember how fortunate we are. Then let us look for
ways to alleviate the suffering of our neighbors. Perhaps
we can pay an extra dollar on our gas or electric bills
to help a needy family, bring canned goods to a food
pantry, or check on an elderly relative, friend, or neighbor. Maybe we can shovel a walk, or help in some other
small way to make a more severe winter less difficult
for others. When we’re tempted to grumble about the
weather, may we remember that our Christian Celtic
forbears found God’s presence in all the seasons, and
that spring’s new growth requires the rest and seeming
lifelessness of trees and plants in winter. As the writer
of Ecclesiastes reminds us: “For everything there is a
season and a time for every matter under heaven” (3.1).
Thanks be to God for the gift of each season!

6,000-year-old Highland stone felled by rain
contributed by Steven M. Nichols, from The Scotsman

A seven foot tall monolith which has stood against the
elements in a Perthshire field for six millennia has finally
been toppled — by the Scottish weather.
The Dane’s Stone, also known as the Pitfourie Stone, is
believed to have been a major feature of the landscape of
Moulin, near Pitlochry in Highland Perthshire, since the
Neolithic or Bronze Age. But the standing stone, possibly
once part of an ancient stone circle, has finally been felled
after days of torrential rain.
Marianne Carruthers, whose home overlooks the prehistoric stone, said she had been astounded when she looked
out of a window and realised that the Dane’s Stone had
disappeared from the landscape. Mrs Carruthers, a pensioner who has lived in Moulin for more than 40 years,
said the stone had toppled over last Wednesday after days
She said added:”Lots of people have been up looking at it
of high winds and heavy rain.
from Historic Scotland and things like that and it seems
She explained: “It was a particularly horrible day last they have every intention of raising it. And that’s great beWednesday and the ground was very, very soft. I just cause it is a feature of the village and we get quite lot of
heard this heavy thud and I thought at first it was a car visitors during the year coming to see it. It’s amazing how
door being closed and that was somebody was coming many Scottish and foreign visitors come to see the stone.”
to visit me. But I could see the sheep going mad in the
David Strachan, the manager of Perth and Kinross Herifield and decided to move to a window where I could get
tage Trust, explained: “It is a prehistoric stone and proba better look at the field and I couldn’t believe my eyes. I
ably dates back to between 4,000BC and 1,000BC. The
thought at first that the stone had shrunk. But I realised,
name Dane’s Stone was probably given during the Middle
after I had cleaned my specs, that I wasn’t seeing things
Ages, around about the time of the Vikings.
and that the stone had toppled over. This big lump of
quartzite had landed on the soft ground.”
“We don’t really know a huge amount about what
these stones are for, but many do have ritual or reliMrs Carruthers continued: “My younger son went out to gious significance.”
have a closer look at the stone the day after it happened.
We had always assumed it was like a tooth with long root He said the Dane’s Stone was likely to have been used at
because there used to be cows in that field that rubbed up the heart of funerals and burial ceremonies and described
against it and nothing happened. “But he discovered that such structures as being “like churches” of ancient times.
it had just been wedged into the ground with some stones
Experts from Historic Scotland will now be assessing
and that there was little of the stone below the ground to
the damage and outlining plans to raise the megalith
start with. But it doesn’t seem to have been damaged in
once again.
any way, as far as we know.”
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A SCOTTISH
HOUSEKEEPER ON A
BRITISH ESTATE?
By Steve Nichols, editor
(Extracted from St. Louis
Post-Dispatch Jan. 3, 2014)

When Phyllis Logan
was reading the part of
Mrs. Hughes, the senior
housekeeper at the
Downton Abbey estate
of Lord Grantham, she
at first presumed she’d
have to assume a British
accent, since the character
would be overseeing the
“downstairs” staff largely
drawn from the local village
and the blue collar region
of southern England. As
she read the part of Mrs.
Hughes, Logan thought her
native brogue would
enrich the role.
Logan is from a small
town near Glasgow. She
participated in school plays,
and a friend suggested she
apply to drama school. Her
career adviser was cool
to the idea, since nobody
from her small town ever
considered acting as a
career. Nevertheless, she
sent for the drama school
prospectus, auditioned,
and has became a
successful actress.
When Logan spoke to the
Downton Abbey producer
before her actual audition,
he was enchanted with her
Scottish lilt, and suggested
himself that they should try
Mrs. Hughes as a Scot!

Highclere Castle:
The Real Downton Abbey
Steve Nichols, Editor

The real life inspiration for the highly successful PBS series ‘Downton Abbey’ is Highclere Castle. Julian Fellows,
the creator of the TV program, is a personal friend of
the Carnavon family, owners of Highclere. Mr. Fellows
wanted a commanding symbol of Edwardian optimism
as he developed his story.
According to the Highclere Castle website, the Carnavon family has lived on this land since 1679. It is located in northern Wessex, in Hampshire, and like the
TV program, there is a village of Highclere that also
lends its name to the civil parish. In the 8th century the
Bishops of Winchester owned the estate, as recorded in
the Domesday Book, and built their palace. On those
medieval foundations, the next house was built, and
by 1692 Robert Sawyer bequeathed his mansion to his
only daughter, Margaret. Her second son Robert Sawyer
Herbert inherited Highclere and began its picture collec- Countess Lady Almina became an accomplished nurse
tion and created the garden temples. Herbert’s heir, his and healer, receiving countless letters from grateful panephew Henry Herbert, really got things going.
tients and their families for her selfless work and generosity. The 5th Earl gained fame by discovering the tomb
Henry, created the 1st Earl of Carnavon by King George
of Tutankhamun in 1922 along with Howard Carter.
III, renovated the parkland grounds according to a design by the noted landscape architect Lancelot “Capabil- However, at the beginning of the 21st century the castle
ity” Brown in 1774-1777, and relocated the village in was in major disrepair because of water damage and the
the process! The original square mansion was extensively general vicissitudes of time, a result of long term neglect
improved by the 3rd Earl beginning in 1838. He retained by the ancestors of the 8th Earl of Carnavon; repair esthe services of Sir Charles Barry to transform his home timates ran to $12 million. The Earl and his Countess
into a country house in the Jacobethan style that would were living in a modest cottage on the estate grounds,
impress the world. Indeed. Benjamin Disraeli is said to but were committed to Highclere. Thanks to a dramatic
have exclaimed on visiting for the first time: “How sceni- increase in visitors attributed to the phenomenal success
cal! How scenical!” Highclere Castle became a center of of Downton Abbey, they have made significant progress
political life during the late Victorian era. Interior struc- in the restoration. Currently the Earl and Countess ditural work was completed in 1878.
vide their time between the Castle and another nearby
residence. They live in the Castle during the winter, but
As in the series, the Castle was converted into a hospital
return to their cottage during the summer when the esduring World War I, as early as September 1914 taktate is open to the public.
ing in wounded soldiers arriving from Flanders. The 5th
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STOVED CHICKEN

Glenmorangie Ealanta
Tops The 2014 Whisky Bible
contributed by Steven M. Nichols, from Scotch Whisky News

This is a hearty dish for a
cold winter’s evening meal.
The recipe makes enough
and freezes well to enjoy
another meal.

2 lb potatoes cut
into 1/4” slices
2 large onions, thinly sliced
1 Tbs chopped fresh thyme
2 Tbs butter
1 Tbs oil
2 strips thick bacon, chopped
4 chicken joints, halved (or
use thighs and drumsticks)
1 bay leaf
1 pint chicken stock
Salt and pepper
1. Preheat the oven to 300°F.
Layer half the potato slices
in the base of a large, heavy
casserole, then cover with
half the onion slices. Sprinkle
with half the thyme and some
salt and pepper.
2. Heat the butter and oil in a
large frying pan, then brown
the bacon and chicken.
Transfer the chicken and
bacon to the casserole with a
slotted spoon. Reserve the fat
in the pan.
3. Tuck the bay leaf in
between the chicken,
sprinkle with the remaining
thyme, cover with the
remaining onion, followed by
a neat layer of overlapping
potato slices. Season with
more salt and pepper,
if desired.

A completely new type of Scotch single malt has been
crowned World Whisky Of The Year in Jim Murray’s
Whisky Bible 2014.
Glenmorangie Ealanta was distilled as Scotch but
matured in the style of American bourbon. The 19-yearold malt has been given a record-equalling 97.5 points
out of 100 to see off the Kentucky bourbon William
Larue Weller, which came in second.
In explaining his choice, Jim Murray said the unique
Glenmorangie had pipped its rival “because it went out
and did something very different: not only did it blow
me away with its deftness, beauty and elegance, but it
gave an aroma and taste profile completely new to me in
over 30 years of tasting whisky”.
For the tenth anniversary edition of the Whisky Bible,
Jim Murray tasted over 1,100 new whiskies from all over
the world which had entered the market in the last year.
Ten years after the launch of the first Whisky Bible, the
sales of which are now heading towards half a million
copies, Jim Murray has also reprised his campaign
against the use of caramel to falsely colour whisky.
Jim Murray insists that, despite whatever the distillers
may claim, caramel dulls the taste and aroma of whisky
and misleads consumers as the colouring is often not
listed as an ingredient.
Jim Murray added: “Ten years ago, my campaign against
caramel had a huge and positive impact on many
distillers and independent bottlers around the world.
But it is a shame that, a decade on, some of the bigger
boys continue to use it. I hope my campaign will lead at
least to legal acknowledgement on labels of the presence
of colouring, as is the case in Germany.”

Jim Murray’s Whisky Bible
2014 is available to buy now
from www.whiskybible.com
and good bookshops and
liquor stores throughout the
world. »»

4. Gently pour the stock into
the casserole. Brush the top
layer of potato slices with the
reserved fat. Cover tightly
and put in the oven for about
2 hours, until the chicken is
thoroughly cooked
and tender.
5. Preheat the broiler to high
and placed the uncovered
casserole under the broiler
until the potato slices begin
to brown and crisp.
Serves 4 (at least) if you’ve
bought generously sized
chicken legs--it must be four
Vikings. Or you can always
add more chicken, so you can
leftovers the next day. Why
cook two nights in a row?

Stoved Chicken
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EVENTS

2.13
St. Andrew
Society Social
(Every 2nd Thursday
of the month)
6:30 – 9:30 p.m.
The Scottish Arms
10 S Sarah St
St Louis, MO 63108

4.4–6

“Up Helly Aa” Festival
Steve Nichols, editor (excerpted from Scotland online)

As tradition dictates on the last Tuesday in January each
year, the Scots celebrated “Up Helly Aa” in Lerwick.
Dating from the 1880s the Viking festival celebrates the
influence of these fierce Scandinavian warriors in the
Shetland Islands. The day climaxes as the Guizer Jarl
leads his band of men through the streets of Lerwick
hauling the symbol of Viking conquest, the drekkar
(longboat). Dressed in full Viking garb and parading
with torches, the guizers (warriors) make quite a
nighttime spectacle. At the edge of town the guizers
circle the drekkar before pitching their torches into the
longboat setting it afire, sending it on its final journey to
Valhalla. The festivities last long into the night after the
ashes of the drekkar have cooled. Of course the next day
is a public holiday. And if you’re up to it, the Guizer Hop
crowns the festival with a night of dancing.

Missouri Tartan Days
Frontier Park
St. Charles, MO
See website for
complete details:
www.motartanday.com

4.10
Scotch Tasting
The Racquet Club
476 Kingshighway St.
Louis, MO 63108

5.25–26
Missouri River
Irish Fest
Frontier Park
St. Charles, MO
See website for
complete details:
www.moriveririshfest.com
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Liz Belcastro
Mark Sutherland

Color Guard
Matt Pantaleoni

MORE PHOTOS FROM THE BURNS DINNER

Sword Dancers
Table Settings

view more photos at http://scottisheventsstl.shutterfly.com/
T H E S C O T T I S H S T. A N D R E W S O C I E T Y
O F G R E AT E R S T. L O U I S
P. O . B o x 5 0 3 0 6
St. Louis, MO 63105-9998

To f o s t e r a n d e x c h a n g e c u l t u r a l , e d u c a t i o n a l a n d
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